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GENERAL  PROGRESS

The gym has been closed the entire month because of the COVID-19
measures of the Greek government . In the beginning of April there was a
2nd break-in in the gym . After this break-in all the windows of the gym
have been secured with metal . Besides a big fundraiser was started to
collect shoes , money and other material that has been stolen . 

Much progress has been made on the communication plan . The

coordination team is still on the ground and has been as creative as

possible to keep continuing the contact with the community and

supporting them to stay physically active . The best example of this is the
online challenges that were organized during the first weeks of lockdown .

CHANGES  IN  OPERATING  ENVIRONMENT

In April the camp and the rest of the island were in complete lockdown

because of COVID-19 measures . Almost no boats arrived in April because of
the COVID-19 measures . People that did arrive on the island were not let into
Moria and were ‘quarantined ’ in the north for more than 2 weeks . All official
activities in the camp have been stopped and the medical actors turned
almost all educational spaces and other leisure spaces into temporary

medical facilities . The Greek government announced that around 1200

vulnerable people would be transferred to hotels on the island or on the
mainland . This has not happened so far . The German government accepted
the transfer of 50 unaccompanied minors , of which one was our student . He

was chosen because of his positive and energetic behaviour as he showed to
his guardian that he was attending boxing classes and was highly

motivated .The Greek government adopted a new law which obliges NGOs to
register again with the Greek authorities . They demand a lot of documents .
This is especially important for NGOs working in the camp . Basically the
Greek government creates a lot of control over the NGOs working with

refugees with this new law . Their aim seems to be to reduce the amount of
NGOs working in camps/in Greece , to reduce the support and have only big
government compliant NGOs such as Eurorelief or UNHCR .



ACTIVITIES

Yoga

- Group Yadullah

(Moria) 

- Group Mona

Yoga for Women 

- Group Miren

- Akro Yoga (Miren)

Martial Arts

- Wrestling (Vahid)

- Boxing (Omid)

- Muay Thai (Hamid)

- Jiu Jitsu(Mohammad)

- Kung Fu (Najib)

- Karate (Suhaila)

  

Women 's sports

- Running (Nina)

- Yoga (Mona)

- Self Defense (Estelle)

- Dancing (Nasrin)

- Zumba (Nasrin)

- Fitness (Estelle)

Running

- Mytilini : Tue , Thurs , Sat

- Gym : Mo , Wed

Spanos

- Basket (Abdul Malik)

- Football (Arif)

- Volleyball (Hayatullah)

Bodybuilding (Saleh)

Parkour (Morteza)

Dance (Edu)

Breakdance (Ahmad)

SITUATION  OF  THE  GYM

Even though no official activities have taken place in the

gym, a lot of our students still train with their team. The

teachers are taking a lot of responsibility to keep training

and keep their team together. The Muay Thai (Hamid),

Wrestling (Jaweed in Moria and Wahid in Kara Tepe), Yoga

(Yadullah and Sultan), and Running (Estelle, Nina) keep

continuing. More women are also starting to take part into

mix classes such as running and Muay Thai, as Hamid and

Sohaila are really inspiring and inviting women to join and

keep up with the rest of the team.

Also Miren has taken a lot of initiative to start activities for

women again by the end of April. There is a training

schedule for women in Mytilini and for women in Moria

with training every day from Monday to Friday. The women

in Moria train in the space of team humanities and

teachers are Sohaila, Miren and Estelle. The women in

Mytilini train in the women’s space or in the mountains

and teachers are Nasrin, Mona, Miren, Estelle & Nina. They

train running, zumba, fitness, karate, self-defence and

yoga.



Running
Number of students:

WRITTEN UPDATE

UPDATE  ON  COMMUNICATION

Giorgio has worked on the codification between the website and

facebook . (Facebook Pixel)
Graphic content has been requested from ex-volunteers for use it in

social media .

press dossier has been created to contact different international media .

Slowly working on the planning for communications . General meetings have
been held between Estelle , Rick , Giorgio and Miren for an overview and
improvements . 

SOCIAL MEDIA

Posts in social media :

- Challenges : 4 , 5 and 6
- #SOSMORIA

- Break out in the gym
- Sports for women during Covid19

- Retweet of students histories (instagram)

MEDIA 

PUBLICATIONS  IN  INTERNATIONAL  MEDIA :

COUNTRY

ONLINE

SPAIN

FRANCE

FRANCE

MEDIA

Sportanddev

Diario AS

Arte TV

Konbini

Sports

TYPE

Online Report

Newspaper

Report

TV Video

Online Report

DATE

06/04/2020

08/04/2020

08/04/2020

16/04/2020

LINK

https://www.sportanddev.org/en/article/news/europe-sport-

and-exercise-refugees-greece 

https://as.com/deporteyvida/2020/04/08/portada/158635653

1_324030.html

https://www.arte.tv/fr/videos/094279-041-A/camp-de-moria-

de-la-solidarite-entre-refugies/

https://sports.konbini.com/culturesport/grece-estelle-jean-

sourire-refugies-sport-yoga?

fbclid=IwAR17vfVn3Cl89lvg39wEYtOTIx8TEi6LTIbmX9n2c5C

pneDB2thU7zFEE8s



PROGRESS  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES

Strategy 

Internal

organization

21 and 22 May Nina will

organize 2 strategy days

to update the policy

plan , prioritize and make

a plan for after COVID-19 .

This also includes

renovation of the gym .

Improve fundraising

External

Strategy

We started a campaign

to collect shoes and

informed people about

the break-in . This led

to both a lot of shoes

and a lot of financial

support .

Improvements in the
gym

Projects

There are plans made to

renovate the gym in May

and the beginning of

June . Besides we want to

construct a small

recreational space in

front of the gym where

we can offer some

educational activities and

offer a place to eat , talk

and play games .

FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

General fundraising update

After the break-in we have posted about the

consequences for the gym and started a specific

campaign to collect shoes . This has led to many

financial donations and the collection of around 150

pairs of shoes . The first 3 boxes have arrived to Lesvos ,

the rest of the shoes will be sent to Lesvos in May . A

total amount of 13 .441 euros has been received in April .

This is an all time record . Jose did a birthday

fundraiser for YSFR .



Update on teachers

Teacher boxes have been

prepared in the end of April and

will be distributed to the

teachers the 8th of May . The

teacher boxes include pasta ,

figs , skin care product ,

sunscreen , and individual

goodies . Hamid , Vahid , Jaweed ,

Sultan , Yadullah , Mona , Nasrin

and Sohaila keep training with

their teams . There were no

changes in the teacher staff .

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

General fundraising update Explanation of expenses

Update on volunteers 

No update , no volunteers

allowed on the island . The

coordination team is still on the

ground .

BENEFICIARY  FEEDBACK

One of the minors that was in the Muay Thai team has been

transferred to Germany. The responsible of the section told the

UNHCR to choose him because he was always training, always active,

not drinking and very focused.

The lockdown made it challenging to keep in contact with our

community and to find the right balance between supporting our

students to keep training and acting according to the rules of the

government.

CHALLENGES  FACED



INCIDENTS  AND  NEAR  MISSES

OUR  PARTNERS

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity Team Humanity

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

Spanos

We had 2 break-ins due to the fact that the Gym was closed in

response to the COVID19 measures. Shoes were all stolen as well as

some clothing and boxing equipment. The cupboards were all broken

during this incident, therefore we have to replace/repair them. The

windows have been broken in different places and we had to replace

them. We installed iron fencing on all windows to prevent this incident

from happening again.We were also thinking to have a security guard

from the refugee community but it seems maybe dangerous for the

safety of this person. We looked into professional equipment (alarms

CCTV) but this is very costly at this stage (1500 euros+)

FINAL  COMMENTS

The main concern we are still having is that we are afraid the camp

will stay closed for the refugees.There is a plan in development to start

a small scale educational project to empower refugee women.


